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CV

Education:

Fine Art Academy in Krakow
Zurich University of the Arts 
University of Arts in Berlin
LUCA School of Arts in Brussels

Publications:

PLATO School of expressions
MULTImedia online magazine
Museum Żup Wieliczka (Salt Mine) calen-
dar
Italian Instytute, Book Publication and cura-
torial project 
Ecoplagat publication

Workshops:

Labour in a single shot, Goethe Institute, 
Warsaw, PL
Risoprint workshop, Art Academy, Krakow, PL
Animation Workshop, Kindergarden, 
Krakow, PL
2-week Art workshops for kids, Łeba, PL 
Art workshops for kids, Krakow, PL
Performance workshop, Bunkier Sztuki, 
Krakow, PL

Selected group exhibitions:

2020

KRAKERS, Krakow, PL (postponed)
The Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw, 
Poland, PL (postponed)
East London Cable Screening, London, UK
Transmediale, Berlin, DE

2019

Alteschulhaus, Vuorz, SE
Ein Dorf in Aufruhr, Loomatt, SE
XARKIS, Polystypos village, GR
XARKIS  Point Centre for Contemporary Art, 
Nicosia, GR
Monologfestival, Theaterdiscounter, Berlin, DE

2018

600 volte no, Italian Instytute, Krakow, PL
Movie projection, Pauza Club, Multimedia, 
Krakow, PL
600 volte no Italian Instytute, Warsaw, PL
Performance in Jagiellonian University 
while KRAKERS in Krakow, PL
AV performance „Somewhere over” in 
Scena Supernova Theatre in Krakow, PL
Polikultura festival (part of it is group exhi-
bition, inspired by minimalist poetry)
Photomonth, Krakow, Tytano, PL

2017 

Painting exhibition, Bona, Krakow, PL
Ecoplagat, posters exhibition in SL

FemFest, London, UK
Male nudity exhibition, MoGallery, Berlin
Women Art Festival, Berlin, GE
StudentsDrawing Biennale, Desen, 
Timisoara, RM
Nature in Binnary, IMRSV, Berlin, GE
Jak jest?, Labirynt Gallery, Lublin, PL

Residencies:

2019

Vuorz, SE
Polystypos, GR
Ostrava, CZ

Projects:

Organisational team for Unsound, Patch-
lab digital art, music festivals, Krakow, PL 

Scholarschips

2017, 2018, 2019  Chancellor’s Scholar-
ship

2019 Scholarship from The Minister of 
Culture and National Heritage

2020 Nominated as finalist of APH Com-
petition 



Residents of Nowa Huta stuck the huge cross at the construction site and defended it against the police during the protests in 1960. A struggle for the promised church 
turned into a real fight for religious and political freedom. Arka of Lord church became a symbol for Nowa Huta residents. Everyday life in a catholic church today, com-
munity, relationships, the history of the building, Christianity’s role in polish society. I collaborated with participants 2 years, now working on producing TV- documentary.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwgrhBmRp8Q

“Ark of Lord” 2018 - 2020HD video, 40min, exchange with locals- performance, 3 years



“Ark of Lord” 2018 - 2020HD video, 40min, exchange with locals- performance, 3 years

(Installationview, ZHdK, Zurich)



“Ark of Lord” 2018 - 2020 HD video, 40min, exchange with locals- performance, 3 years

(filmstills) 



This video’s main focus are young people. Based on observation, collaboration with a dog handler, but also climate activists, we wrote a script. This work’s aim was to rethink the 
situation, they’re living in. They’re brave, intelligent, spend lot of their free time on research and activism, but it’s very hard to actually define against who and for what they’re fighting. 
Bruno Latour says that you must first strike a deadly blow at Nature or, at best, walk away from it for good. Vilem Flusser, Franco Berardi think that we live in a time when the future of 
the continuous development of mankind has been finally closed, exhausted and effectively discredited, so that no one is waiting for it anymore, nor wants to contribute to it. But activists 
want to do that. We wanted to think about this complex problem, by focusing on relation between human and dog, and refer to Donna Haraway’s manifesto, which is not only an attempt 
to write about dogs, but a manifesto to consider animals seriously, not just as metaphors and a starting point for further considerations. Haraway follows the parallel and overlapping 
evolution of humans and dogs at times. By creating the concept of “associated species” it proves that without dogs we would not be what we are now (like dogs). 

Link: https://vimeo.com/432780371   2- channel installation: https://vimeo.com/415613194

“Jobbing” 2020HD video, 12min, collaboration with a dog handler



“Jobbing” 2020HD video, 12min, collaboration with a dog handler

(Installation view in The Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw- symulation- exhibition postponed)



“Jobbing” 2020HD video, 12min, collaboration with a dog handler

(filmstills) 



An art project on the subject of the Berlin Zoo. I would like to learn something about its history from the very beginning, about the circumstances under which it came into 
being, and about how this story sounds today. Through everyday observations, conversations with the city’s inhabitants, the visitors to the zoo, the news, the history, 
the stories about the zoo, I explore what it is like to be today. Different layers, different opinions, different materials are gathered in one place. It’s ongoing processed- 
as far I did research, website, organized demonstration (which must be now canceled) prepared manifesto. I am working on video and comix now.

“176 Jahre Zoo” 2020demonstration- exchange with locals- performance, research



“176 Jahre Zoo” 2020demonstration- exchange with locals- performance, research

(filmstills) 



“176 Jahre Zoo” 2020demonstration- exchange with locals- performance, research

(posters) 

After
176 YEARS

ZOO 
Berlin

must be closed.

WE’RE ALL 
ANIMALS 

AND WE CLOSE 
THE ZOO.



“176 Jahre Zoo” 2020demonstration- exchange with locals- performance, research

(text of guided tour- performance) 

After
176 YEARS

ZOO 
Berlin

must be closed.

WE’RE ALL 
ANIMALS 

AND WE CLOSE 
THE ZOO.

Dear visitors, Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to the zoo. A special one, Berlin Zoo.
Today we are going to have a look at it’s history. It will be a real time travel. Let’s begin!

The roots of zoo- as a restriction of the freedom of animals by humans can already be visible of in the process of dome-
stication. 
[Ask people/kids about the domestication process]
Domestication is the process of adapting wild plants and animals for human use. Domestic species are raised for food, 
work, clothing, medicine, and many other uses. Domesticated plants and animals must be raised and cared for by hu-
mans.
„The domestication of plants and animals (...) has significantly altered the biosphere of the Earth, influenced the size of 
the human population and changed human evolution. 
An animal is a tool, idea, it changes its body to respond to the needs of a particular epoch.

The zoo was preceded by menageries whose history dates back to 3500 BC. 
[Question/kids- who knows what were menageries?]
The earliest ones were in Egypt, China, Babylonia, Israel and Greece. Camps were also exhibited in Rome. 
„At one point, a bear and a bull interwoven with each other fight in fierce competition on the sand. Four hundred bears 
were killed in one day at Caligula, three hundred in another day under Claudius. At Nero, four hundred tigers fought 
against bulls and elephants; four hundred bears and three hundred lions were killed by his soldiers. On one day, during 
the consecration of the Colosseum by Titus, five thousand animals were killed. (...) Lions, tigers, elephants, rhinos, hip-
pos, giraffes, bulls, deer and even crocodiles and snakes were used to redesign the show.
As Lydia Kallipoti points out in her text „The Evolution of the Zoo”, the animals living in the menagerie were treated as 
objects, exhibits, „collected and exhibited, similar to the European curiosity cabinets of the Renaissance, in which rulers 
and aristocrats presented their personal collections and symbolized „the patron’s control over the world through their 
inner, microscopic reproduction”.

The fetish of collecting and exhibiting had a great influence on the relationship between humans and animals and their 
traceability. 
This typology was a forerunner for the development of a modern zoo,” the author says.
The processes of rulership and concentration of power in the world went hand in hand with the establishment of mena-
gerie to show the rulership over „exotic” animals.
European expansion had a huge impact on what was happening with animals. Exotic and not exotic, they travelled with 
their discoverers, „populating their skies and their imagination”, dead or alive, in both directions, at the centre of contact 
and exchange.
Colonialism and imperialism meant the domination of man and animal. „Animals (and plants) are a state of imperial 
processes with which they are intertwined in many ways, which change them and by which they are changed - and yet 
they play no role in current imperialist theories”.

„And so the world became grey! Soon Europe will look like a single Europe: a well-ordered chessboard of culture; fields, 
meadows, fields, forests, managed by educated people and what is useful to them, like horse, cow, sheep, and pig. You 
know that all these cultures began with a certain amount of money for hunting and prey purposes, far beyond the im-
mediate needs of the hunters, so that you may end up in vast stores of death filled with the great human purpose market 
of millions of values.

Thanks to the colonisation process, more and more new species of animals were available in the zoo, which was shown 
by „the leadership of the white man, in whose care exotic animals lived; and the demonstrations of the people that took 
place in them promoted the colonisation process, as they were „an advertisement for the right of brutal appropriation of 
the hereditary lands of the exhibited works”.
When they were created, they brought considerable prestige to the city. 

In the 19th century, the public zoos were an expression of support for the modern colonial power. The conquest of ani-
mals was a symbolic representation of the conquest of all distant and exotic lands. The „explorers” proved their patrio-
tism by sending a tiger or an elephant home. The gift of an exotic animal to the big city zoo became a symbol in servant 
diplomatic relations.

Visitors visit the zoo (a place where different species, breeds, varieties, living beings are collected) to see the animals. In 
the zoo they can observe, explore. 

Basically, each cage in the frame encloses the animal inside. The visitors circle around the cages in which the animals 
are kept, go from one to another and behave like visitors in an art gallery, going from picture to picture. The situation is 
paradoxical, because man is beyond living nature, he creates the world and subordinates the animals, and the creation of 
a zoo is an attempt to connect the zoo with the created world of culture. 
The image in a zoo is always wrong. „Animals are defenseless, they cannot get out. The zoo integrates the animals into a 
human-controlled system. The zoo is a scientific zoo, a zoo of control and exploration of nature.” However, the institution 
tries to hide this fact by not only building spaces that are supposed to offer visitors the comfort of animal life, but also by 
creating myths that bend the truth.

In the beginning, zoologists had only a very limited knowledge of the subject. Many animals could not bear the new place 
well and were sick or died. It is said that the greater the differences in the accustomed climate, the more serious were the 
consequences of the move.
It was necessary to organize conditions where the temperature was appropriate for the animals. Zoo director Carl Hagn-
beck denied this and gave false information in the press and literature. 

The zoo is usually an institution that has little to do with objective information. It tries to create the illusion of a „free” life 
by abandoning metal cages in favour of windows, more open spaces and the representation of animals in groups, herds, 
so that they appear more alive. Direct contact with the animal is also important, which the facility provides. This should 
evoke emotions in visitors and build relationships with animals. 

It is also important to satisfy even the youngest, to make such a positive impression on them that they want to come back, 
support the Zoo and encourage others to visit. The zoo has been changed by guests who want to have more fun. The 
aspect of knowledge acquisition has receded into the background. 

The zoos were the organizers of many events. Starting with cheap Sundays, the first of May, folklore shows, Pentecost, 
folklore shows, dance parties, summer parties, FIREWORK. Also a waterfall, attractive lighting, the distribution of me-
dicines for the show, a three-storey aquarium, a terrarium attracted visitors. There were also tourists in Berlin, Leipzig 
and Hamburg who could visit individual zoos based on travel literature.

As so often, the church also has a role in this propaganda. 
Through religious aspects, allusions to biblical scenes, there were efforts to connect the zoo with faith as well, in order to 
increase its importance.  This was due to the fact that the Protestants dominated the founders of the zoo.

In order to increase the interest of tourists in the zoo, o the visits of kings and wealthy personalities are highlighted, which 
makes the zoo an exquisite place, but also important for historical and cultural events. According to the author of the 
book, in the 19th century the zoo was considered an „amusement park” in which „above all wealthy citizens interested in 
education participated”, „a meeting place of the elegant Berlin world”, and finally visited it, especially since shareholders 
were given free access to the garden when they bought shares. The elegant restaurant with a large concert hall and a wide 
terrace in front of it was a meeting place for them.

Now we close the zoo!!!
[Start of demonstration]



“Polystypos” HD video documentary, 13min, exchange with locals- performance 2019

The awareness of the ethno-religious identity of the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities on the island began to turn into ethnonationalism and later into antagonistic nationalism in 
the British period - 1878-1960. Although different perceptions of identity existed much earlier among the two communities on the island, the inconsistent policy of the British administra-
tion, which was changing in line with its interests in the Mediterranean region, allowed for the creation of an environment conducive to politicisation and manipulation of these different 
perceptions of identity.  

During the XARKIS artistic residency, and than festival together with the inhabitants of the Greek village of Polystypos, we discussed their problems with identity. The villagers speak 
English because the area of this place was dependent under the administration of United Kingdom until the 1960s. I tried to approach each one separately, to build a dialogue by includ-
ing the statements of my predecessors in subsequent questions. Together we wrote a story in English, which one of the villagers later translated into Greek. 

It turned out that the story written earlier in English is a different story from the one told in Greek. In the film, villager’s statement translated by the translator is at the top. 

Link: https://vimeo.com/432785818



“Polystypos” HD video documentary,13min, exchange with locals- performance 2019

(Installation view, Polystypos)



“Polystypos” HD video documentary,13min, working with locals- performance 2019

(Installation view, Polystypos)



“Polystypos” HD video documentary,13min, working with locals- performance 2019



I was working with a community which annualy, since 25 years organizes a theatre in a village. Dancers who took part 25 years ago still participate, but now working 
on make up, costumes. I was interested, how this event and community affects many people lives (being present  since 25 years).In the past, there used to be 130 
children, and now 37. They told me that kids are now much different. I decided to immortalize the last, closing event, talk to the participants and work with the archives. 
Together with the inhabitants we have made an attempt to create an ending to this “organism” in the form of a film. 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0n2-hOX6o2o&pbjreload=101

Ein Dorf in Aufruhr 2019HD Video- performance



“Ein Dorf in Aufruhr” 2019HD Video, performance

(installation view, Loomatt)



“Ein Dorf in Aufruhr” 2019HD Video, performance

(filmstills) 



“Souvenirs” 2019research, building a collection (buying)- performance, 5 months

Research collaboration with anthropologist. I invented a new way of engaging locals and encouraged them to talk. I bought their souvenirs but also their stories. There are 
many online announcements, created by people living in Nowa Huta, a district considered as most uneventful, sad and dangerous place in Krakow. 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_Myw3muL_4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3QWVdg7HJVXt0YG0QWTy1amQAm_yiobuKLXtw4K60wYkSDsV2JEM5p-
3FA



“Souvenirs” 2019research, building a collection (buying)- performance, 5 months

(seller’s photos)



“Souvenirs” 2019research, building a collection (buying)- performance, 5 months

(seller’s photos)



Using the medium of intrview and film, I wanted to examine how we feel about witches. The villagers of this village used to burn women in the forest in the past. In the 
basement of one of them, women were being held. When I was filming there, he was very curious about my interest and smiled all the time. Today they approach this 
subject like a fairy tale, they talk about this story without any emotion.  It functions as an anecdote from village life. I combined the collected materials in a way that 
refers to the way of thinking of the inhabitants. 

“Vieli Traditiona urgstorba” 2019HD video documentary, 20min, working with locals- performance, 1 week



“Vieli Traditiona urgstorba”  2019HD video documentary, 20min, working with locals- performance, 1 week

(installation view, Vuorz)



“Vieli Traditiona urgstorba” 2019performance, 30s, documentary video

Performance in a swiss regional TV.



I found photos, drawing, painting reproduction cut out from book postcards, a letter, maps and journey plan in book about Art History. On the back of one of  photos is written 
that this picture was taken in the Boys Hotel by a priest (they are still very powerfull in Poland). Photos were taken in hotels and different flats. Through these things and the 
text, i want to tell a love story. Uncover a space which in Poland can’t be visible. I met and interviewed people who are in relationships with priests and together with them I 
wrote the text. (based also on the found letter). 

“Peter write back as soon as You can.” 2018 photography, collaborative working on text- performance, 3 months

(found painting reproduction)

(found drawing)



Piotrek odpisz szybko jak możesz. 
Ściskam. Kubuś.
Czas wspólny zazwyczaj spędzają w hotelach. Spotykają się w połowie 
odległości. Rozmawiają o malarstwie, obdarowują się reprodukcjami 
ulubionych dzieł. Godzinami rozszyfrowują fragmenty renesansowych 
obrazów, zastanawiając się, o czym mogą im opowiedzieć. Widzą w nich 
rzeczy, których nikt inny nie zauważył. Piotr kupił Kubie aparat, żeby mogli 
dokumentować ich relację. Na zdjęciach nie wyglądają na onieśmielonych, 
nie kryją tego, co do siebie czują. Ostatnio mieli ochotę na coś innego - na 
wspólny wypad w góry. Byli sześć dni na Ukrainie w górach. 

Piotr ma dziwne poczucie humoru, Kuba jest pierwszą osobą, która 
go rozumie, nie potrzebuje wyjaśnień. Jak nikt inny charakterystycznie 
chichocze, zaciąga powietrze i syczy po wysłuchaniu żartu. Wspólne 
śniadania, całe dnie na rozmowy, wieczorne tańce, sprawiały, że chłopcy 
nie musieli pamiętać o samotnej codzienności. Kuba najbardziej lubi 
bawić się jego blond lokami. W końcu mógł to robić bezkarnie, nie bać 
się, że ktoś będzie dziwnie reagował. Mógł patrzeć mu prosto w oczy. Czuli 
relację, wolność.

Było intensywnie. Piotr skrupulatnie zaplanował wycieczkę, pragnął 
żeby wszystko wyszło jak najlepiej. Udało się. To było najlepsze, co mógł 
dla Kuby zrobić. Chciał mu wynagrodzić to, że nie widzieli się miesiąc. 
Piotr został przeniesiony do innej parafii i musiał się przeprowadzić. Nowy 
proboszcz nie jest tak dobrze nastawiony do jego związku, jak ten ostatni. 
Tamtem wyrażał zgodę nawet na spotkania w Parafii od czasu do czasu, 
pozwalał Piotrowi na wyjazdy.  

Piotrek write back as soon as you can.
All the best, Kubuś.

They spend their time together at hotels. They meet half way. They talk 
about painting and give each other reproductions of their favorite pieces 
of art. For hours they decipher fragments of Renaissance paintings, 
wondering what they can say. In them they see things no one else will 
notice. Piotr purchased a camera for Kuba so that he may document their 
relation. In the photos they don’t look intimidated, they do not hide their 
feelings for each other. Recently they wanted to do something else - a trip 
together to experience nature. They’ve spent six days in the mountains of 
Ukraine. 

Piotr has a peculiar sense of humor, and Kuba is the first person who 
understands him, not needing explanations. Like no one else, he giggles in 
a characteristic manner, gasping and hissing after hearing a joke. Shared 
breakfasts, entire days for talking, and evening dances resulted in that 
the boys didn’t have to remember about the loneliness of every-day life. 
Kuba likes to play with his blond hair the most. He was finally able to do 
so freely, not fearing that someone will react in a weird way. He could 
look at his eyes. They’ve felt a relation, freedom.

It was intense. Piotr diligently planned the trip. He wanted everything 
to go as best as possible. It was a success. It was the best thing he could 
do for Kuba. He wanted to make it up to him for not being able to see 
each other for a month. Piotr has been transferred to a different parish 
and had to move. The new parson doesn’t have such a positive attitude 
towards his relation as the old one. The previous one even allowed for 
meetings at the parish from time to time, and allowed Piotr to travel. 

“Peter write back as soon as You can.” 2018 photography, collaborative working on text- performance, 3 months

(found photography)

(found photography)

(collaboratively written text)



“Peter write back as soon as You can.” 2018 photography, collaborative working on text- performance, 3 months

(found things, photos)



“Peter write back as soon as You can.”  2018 photography, collaborative working on text- performance, 3 months

(installation view, Krakow)



“Peter write back as soon as You can.” 2018 photography, collaborative working on text- performance, 3 months

(installation view, Krakow)



In Jagiellonian the University Museum there are many men’s sculptures, who are fameous for what they achieved and almost no women are shown. During the event 
which was committed to discuss women’s position in higher education, I focused only on the apperance of fameous scientists, philosophers, humanists, whose sculp-
tures and paintings were in the museum. Our guided tour was about men’s gestures, voice, opinions, expressions, clothes, chosen surroundings and taste.

“Guided tour” 2018 performance 20min, work with institutions- performance 1 month



“Guided tour” 2018 performance 20min, work with institutions- performance 1 month

(museum during the performance, Krakow)



“Guided tour” 2018 performance 20min, work with institutions- performance 1 month

(performance in museum, Krakow)



“Stories about the salt mine” 2018 photography, work with museum- performance, 1,5 year

Portait of a place. Lost data, empty spaces. I worked for a year with the Salt Museum, which is part of the mine. It is a very specific place. In 2017 it reached the record 
number- 1.5 million tourists came down with two available elevators. It was not without a tragedy - as the mine claimed, the tourist died underground because the mine 
was too crowded to provide help. My task was to design the calendar. As it was to become part of this place, I wanted to introduce any piece of silence. It was difficult 
to work with this institution, but eventually the project was adopted. I think this confirms the fact that the museum needs some peace.



“Stories about the salt mine” 2018 photography, work with museum- performance, 1,5 year



“Stories about the salt mine” 2018 photography, work with museum- performance, 1,5 year



Located opposite the Wawel Castle in Kraków, Willa Rożnowskich was demolished in the 20th century.

Working with archives, rethinking infrastructures, interviewing citizens. I wanted to attach this animation to today situation in Krakow about disappearing citizen’s spaces and transformation of 
the city into touristic courort. The narrator is aiming to advertise the main character- villa, which is in the middle of social life and destroyed at the end of the story. 

BEAUTIFUL VILLA IN A 
GOOD LOCALISATION

“Beautiful villa in a good localisation” 2019HD animation, 10min, work with archives, 5 months



“Beautiful villa in a good localisation” 2019HD animation, 10min, work with archives- 5 months

(animation stills)


